
. Lack of knowledge

. Mistrust of outsiders and institutions
. Uncertain cost
. Uncertain time
. Language barrier

. Lack of resources

. Knowing where to go

. Not knowing trade-off 
(eg. defaulting, not 
appearing)

. Difficulty navigating services 
and options

. Lack of resources

. Difficulty navigating service and options

. Difficulty knowing where to go

. Need transportation

. Fear of missing work

. Need child care

. Information overload

. Jargon

. Forms to fill out

. Physical navigation in 
court building

. Inability to continue 
paying attorney

Inability to get justice often result of:
. Lack of resource, time and/or money
. Lack of knowing what is needed to follow through
. Lack of free attorneys to enforce or modify post-judgment

Anxieties by 
the underserved 
population

unconsciounability

lack of settlem
ent

mandated mediation

4. Seek resolution   
     4 possible outcomes

5. Seek enforcement3. Engage legally   
     4 possible options

Option 1: Court Trial

Option 2: Arbitration

Mandated / Clausal

mandated arbitration

Settlement

opportunity to start again

With prejudice
(cannot file again)

Without prejudice

Dismissal

Jury 
requested?

Where should I go?

Default judgment

Settlement or 
judgment fee

$
Transcript fee

$
Transcript fee

Proceed to arbitration when:
• Jury demand requested by either side 
• Arbitration clause is in contract 
• Consumer case 
• Dollar amount (Less than $30,000) 

Considerations for next step:
• Do I go to court?
• Am I mandated to a particular option?
• Does my case qualify for arbitration?

• Child support payment
• Unemployment
• Housing
• SSA disability
• HR discrimination

Option 4: 
Administrative 
process

Federal
or State 

Document 
pleading

Discovery e.g. 
financial 
investigation

Y

N

subject to revision

Modification/ Revision

How do I enforce 
my judgment Who can help me?

States attorney
(Child support)

Involve 
government
entities

Conduct
informal
processes

Apply personal pressure

Sheriff delivers
(Eviction)

Collection of $
judgment

3rd party
assistance

What else do I
need to do? 

Court fee
Filing fee$

Go back to court
with motion In the case of contempt.

May have criminal ramification 
(eg. child support)

What do I need 
to do to enforce 
the outcome?

Modification/ 
Revision fee

Periodic review
(Family)

Mostly from 
Administrative Process

Pre-trial 
motion

Judge

Arbitrator

Option 3: Mediation

Formal / Informal

Mediator

Post-trial 
motion

Judge

Judge Bailiff/ 
Sheriff

Clerk (Jury)

(Witness) (Translator)

Trial 

2. Seek guidance   
     2 main approaches

Court clerk

Consider
Pro se

Consider
hiring
an attorney

Pro se (self-representation)

Find an attorney

Legal Service orgs. e.g.
• CARPLS
• LAF
• Elder Justice Center
• CGLA
• Legal Clinic
• (7-11 representation)

Private attorney
• Profit seeking
• Low-bono
• Probono
• (7-11 representation)

Do I have enough
information to go 
by myself?

How much 
does it cost?

Do I qualify for
free attorneys?

CARPLS
hotline

Self-help website 
(help fill out forms)
• Law school
• CASA
• Guidance
• Navigation through
   system 

In-court attorney referral 
(only for defendants)
Judge might provide: 
• Guidance
• Information

Pro se / self-help 
desk

Bar attorney program 
‘Attorney of the day’
(volunteer community to 
counsel people) 

ILAO online system
(interactive law help) 

Justice Corp 
(non-lawyers)

• Ghostwriting
• Legal zoom

This stakeholder is perceived to 
provide guidance due to their 
official status

$

$
Pro-bono 
attorney

Free/low-cost 
attorney

Litigation fee
Advice fee
Information fee

refers to

Processing 
fee

Can I use
unbundled
service?

Do I represent 
myself or hire 
an attorney?

CARPLS

 

Plaintiff / 
Petitioner

Defendant

Y

N

Bring a case

Flyers

ILAO

Appropriate 
NGO

911/
311

Chicago Bars

Research: possible information sources

1. Learn what action you can take 

1. Anticipation: Learn how you can respond 

Y

N

* Barrier means access and 
  distance to the information

Fear of punishment

Lack of knowledge

Fear of participationFear of participation

Lack of knowledge

Y

N

Iʻm able to give up 
the process at 
any time

Filing fee

First time 
with this case?

Administrative process 
(e.g. losing housing, 
lose voucher)  

Where do I go 
for advice? 

low 
barrier*

general
information

personalized
information

high 
barrier*

Legal 
forums

Yahoo Answer
Reddit

Personal 
network

Community 
centers/
faith-based 
centers

Am I allowed to go to 
court? (e.g. existing 
contract agreement) 

Do I engage 
with the system 

or not?  
$

Administrative process 
(e.g. losing housing, 
lose voucher)  

Legal
Clinic

Who should I ask 
for advice first?

Receive
notification

First time 
with this case?

Do I engage 
with the system 

or not?
Can I afford fees?
Am I qualified for 
fee waiver?

Defendants perceive this as 
information, however 
delivery company can’t 
answer questions.   

CARPLS

Flyers

ILAO

Appropriate 
NGO

911/
311

Chicago Bars

Research: possible information sources

general
information

personalized
information

Legal 
forums

Yahoo Answer
Reddit

Personal 
network

Community 
centers/
faith-based 
centers

Legal
Clinic

Back of
summons

Summons Delivery 
Company
(sheriff, mail, 
private company) 

N

Y

Expectation that
something will
happen

Do I have to go to court?
Do I need a lawyer?

Appearance fee
(Within 30 days of
receipt of notice)

$
low 
barrier*

high 
barrier*

* Barrier means access and 
  distance to the information

Mapping the Justice Gap: Underserved communities and civil legal issues in Chicago 

defaulting

return to court
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Procedural fee $

Settlement fee$Decision point

Stakeholders Emotional barriers User’s needs

User’s concerns, thoughts Process

Major phasesThe U.S. legal system is not 
designed for the everyday user, 
let alone for someone who is at 
a disadvantage, socially, 
economically, or educationally. 

There is an estimated 900,000 people in Cook County 
living below the poverty line.1 This large underserved 
population confronts additional challenges when seeking 
justice—as a plaintiff/petitioner or a defendant—with 
layered constraints of everyday living.  Further, lack of 
access to justice both precipitates and further 
exacerbates cycles of inequality and its concomitant 
social issues. This can become a tautology, whereby 
inequality is exacerbated by injustice and vice versa. 

Mapping a user’s journey in this context is a step to 
illuminating and identifying areas of gap and design 
opportunities. It speaks to the ecosystem at large and the 
plethora of decisions one is asked to make with 
uncertainty at each step.

About this population:

• Only 300 attorneys for over 1.3 million low income Cook 
County residents2 

• 1 in 5 (60M) people living below the poverty in the U.S. 
qualify for free civil legal aid, 50% are turned away 
because lack of resources. Additionally, tens of millions 
of moderate income Americans cannot afford legal 
help.3 

• 30 probono and legal aid providers serve low income 
people in Cook County4

• Poverty increasing in Cook County and in Chicago; 
this is a suburban as well as an urban problem5 

About this map: This is a highly general, descriptive 
diagram of current pathways for individuals in civil cases 
in Chicago. Due to high variability with cases, it does not 
account for specific cases. Where appropriate, user 
concerns and voices are indicated.

The team grappled with issues of generality/specificity. 
Our challenge was to seek a level that was sufficiently 
informative but not overwhelming, in order to keep the 
map useful. We would need many versions to 
accommodate the many varieties of cases.

Several goals exist for the map: 

• to externalize the complexity for users and foster 
system-level thinking, 

• to identify user gaps and needs, 

• to serve as a strategy map that points to opportunity 
areas for design and intervention, 

• to serve as a tool for alignment among stakeholders

About methodology:  Guided by a faculty member and a 
design-thinking non-profit attorney, three design research 
students spent 6 weeks uncovering the pathways that a 
user would take through the legal system. Research 
methods used are: secondary research, direct 
observation in the Daley Center Courthouse, interviews 
with legal aid organizations, and a worksession with legal 
aid professionals.

About your participation:  This is an open draft that we 
are sharing with the public. The map is intended as an 
initial guiding visualization. It reflects the intricate and at 
times contradictory complexity of the civil justice system, 
the inherent navigation challenges faced by users of the 
system, and points for potential systems intervention and 
improvement. It is a preliminary tool for exploring the 
nexus between design and the Justice Gap. As we are not 
legal experts, there are bound to be areas of omission or 
ambiguity. We welcome your thoughts on improving the 
map. If you’d like to use the map, please let us know how 
you are using it and its outcome. Send feedback to 
tomoko@id.iit.edu.

To that end, we are using the Creative Commons BY-SA 
(Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0) license and ask that you 
provide appropriate attribution to the authors when using 
this map.

1. U.S. Census, 2. Chicago Bar Foundation, 2010, 3. Dept of Justice, 2014, 
4. Chicago Bar Foundation, 2012, 5. Social Impact Research Center, 2013

$

To appelate court

appeal

What should
I do now?

$

Final judgment

Do I hire 
an attorney 
to continue?

Do I hire 
an attorney 
to continue?

$
Sign 
retainer

I need somebody 
to help me.

Do I need
a lawyer?

Do I need
a lawyer?

Is this a
legal issue?

Is this a
legal issue?


